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section at vehicle speeds of 20 and 40 

mph.

(iv) In addition to the road-speed 

modulated fan, we may approve the use 

of one or more fixed-speed fans to pro-

vide proper cooling to represent in-use 

operation, but only up to a total of 2.50 

m3/s for all additional fans. 

(d) Allowable cooling fans for vehicles 
above 14,000 pounds GVWR. For all test-
ing, use a road-speed modulated fan 

system that achieves a linear speed of 

cooling air at the blower outlet that is 

within ±3.0 mph (±1.3 m/s) of the cor-

responding roll speed when vehicle 

speeds are between 5 and 30 mph, and 

within ±10 mph (±4.5 m/s) of the cor-

responding roll speed at higher vehicle 

speeds. For vehicles above 19,500 

pounds GVWR, we recommend that the 

cooling fan have a minimum opening of 

2.75 m2, a minimum flow rate of 60 m3/

s at a fan speed of 50 mph, and a min-

imum speed profile in the free stream 

flow, across the duct, that is ±15% of 

the target flow rate. 

§ 1066.110 Equipment specifications 
for emission sampling systems. 

(a) This section specifies equipment 

related to emission testing, other than 

measurement instruments. This equip-

ment includes dynamometers (de-

scribed further in subpart C of this 

part) and various emission-sampling 

hardware.

(b) The following equipment speci-

fications apply for testing under this 

part:

(1) Connect a vehicle’s exhaust sys-

tem to any dilution stage as follows: 

(i) Minimize lengths of laboratory ex-

haust tubing. You may use a total 

length of laboratory exhaust tubing up 

to 4 m without needing to heat or insu-

late the tubing. However, you may use 

a total length of laboratory exhaust 

tubing up to 10 m if you insulate and/ 

or heat the tubing to minimize the 

temperature difference between the ex-

haust gas and the whole tubing wall 

over the course of the emission test. 

The laboratory exhaust tubing starts 

at the end of the vehicle’s tailpipe and 

ends at the first sample point or the 

first dilution point. The laboratory ex-

haust tubing may include flexible sec-

tions, but we recommend that you 

limit the amount of flexible tubing to 

the extent practicable. For multiple- 

tailpipe configurations where the tail-

pipes combine into a single flow path 

for emission sampling, the start of the 

laboratory exhaust tubing may be 

taken at the last joint where the ex-

haust flow first becomes a single, com-

bined flow. 

(ii) You may insulate or heat any 

laboratory exhaust tubing. 

(iii) Use laboratory exhaust tubing 

materials that are smooth-walled and 

not chemically reactive with exhaust 

constituents. (For purposes of this 

paragraph (b)(1), nominally smooth spi-

ral-style and accordion-style flexible 

tubing are considered to be smooth- 

walled.) For measurements involving 

PM, tubing materials must also be 

electrically conductive. Stainless steel 

is an acceptable material for any test-

ing. You may use short sections of non-

conductive flexible tubing to connect a 

PM sampling system to the vehicle’s 

tailpipe; use good engineering judg-

ment to limit the amount of non-

conductive surface area exposed to the 

vehicle’s exhaust. 

(iv) We recommend that you use lab-

oratory exhaust tubing that has either 

a wall thickness of less than 2 mm or is 

air gap-insulated to minimize tempera-

ture differences between the wall and 

the exhaust. 

(v) You must seal your system to the 

extent necessary to ensure that any re-

maining leaks do not affect your abil-

ity to demonstrate compliance with 

the applicable standards. We rec-

ommend that you seal all known leaks. 

(vi) Electrically ground the entire ex-

haust system, with the exception of 

nonconductive flexible tubing, as al-

lowed under paragraph (b)(1)(iii) of this 

section.

(vii) For vehicles with multiple tail-

pipes, route the exhaust into a single 

flow. To ensure mixing of the multiple 

exhaust streams before emission sam-

pling, we recommend a minimum Rey-

nolds number, Re num;, of 4000 for the 

combined exhaust stream, where 

Re num; is based on the inside diame-

ter of the combined flow at the first 

sampling point. You may configure the 

exhaust system with turbulence gen-

erators, such as orifice plates or fins, 

to achieve good mixing; this may be 

necessary for good mixing if Re num;
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is less than 4000. Re num; is defined in 

40 CFR 1065.640. 

(2) Use equipment specifications in 40 

CFR 1065.140 through 40 CFR 1065.190, 

except as follows: 

(i) For PM background measurement, 

the following provisions apply instead 

of the analogous provisions in 40 CFR 

1065.140(b):

(A) You need not measure PM back-

ground for every test. You may apply 

PM background correction for a single 

site or multiple sites using a moving- 

average background value as long as 

your background PM sample media 

(e.g., filters) were all made by the same 

manufacturer from the same material. 

Use good engineering judgment to de-

termine how many background samples 

make up the moving average and how 

frequently to update those values. For 

example, you might take one back-

ground sample per week and average 

that sample into previous background 

values, maintaining five observations 

for each calculated average value. 

Background sampling time should be 

representative of the duration of the 

test interval to which the background 

correction is applied. 

(B) You may sample background PM 

from the dilution tunnel at any time 

before or after an emission test using 

the same sampling system used during 

the emission test. For this background 

sampling, the dilution tunnel blower 

must be turned on, the vehicle must be 

disconnected from the laboratory ex-

haust tubing, and the laboratory ex-

haust tubing must be capped. 

(C) The duration of your background 

sample may be different than that of 

the test cycle in which you are apply-

ing the background correction, con-

sistent with good engineering judg-

ment.

(D) Your PM background correction 

may not exceed 5 μg or 5% of the net 

PM mass expected at the standard, 

whichever is greater. 

(ii) The provisions of 40 CFR 

1065.140(d)(2)(iv) do not apply. 

(iii) For PM samples, configure dilu-

tion systems using the following lim-

its:

(A) Control the dilution air tempera-

ture as described in 40 CFR 

1065.140(e)(1), except that the tempera-

ture may be set to (15 to 52) °C. Use 

good engineering judgment to control 

PM sample temperature as required 

under 40 CFR 1065.140(e)(4). 

(B) Apply the provisions of this para-

graph (b)(2)(iii)(B) instead of 40 CFR 

1065.140(e)(2). Add dilution air to the 

raw exhaust such that the overall dilu-

tion factor of diluted exhaust to raw 

exhaust, as shown in Eq. 1066.610–2 or 

1066.610–3, is within the range of (7:1 to 

20:1). Compliance with this dilution 

factor range may be determined for an 

individual test interval or as a time- 

weighted average over the entire duty 

cycle as determined in Eq. 1066.610–4. 

The maximum dilution factor limit of 

20:1 does not apply for hybrid electric 

vehicles (HEVs), since the dilution fac-

tor is infinite when the engine is off; 

however we strongly recommend that 

you stay under the specified maximum 

dilution factor limit when the engine is 

running. For partial-flow sampling sys-

tems, determine dilution factor using 

Eq. 1066.610–3. To determine the overall 

dilution factor for PM samples uti-

lizing secondary dilution air, multiply 

the dilution factor from the CVS by 

the dilution ratio of secondary dilution 

air to primary diluted exhaust. 

(iv) In addition to the allowances in 

40 CFR 1065.140(c)(6), you may heat the 

dilution air as described in paragraph 

(b)(2)(iii)(A) of this section to prevent 

or limit aqueous condensation. 

(v) If you choose to dilute the ex-

haust by using a remote mix tee, which 

dilutes the exhaust at the tailpipe, you 

may use the following provisions con-

sistent with good engineering judg-

ment, as long as they do not affect 

your ability to demonstrate compli-

ance with the applicable standards: 

(A) You may use smooth-walled flexi-

ble tubing (including accordion-style) 

in the dilution tunnel upstream of lo-

cations for flow measurement or gas-

eous emission measurement. 

(B) You may use smooth-walled elec-

trically conductive flexible tubing in 

the dilution tunnel upstream of the lo-

cation for PM emission measurements. 

(C) All inside surfaces upstream of 

emission sampling must be made of 300 

series stainless steel or polymer-based 

materials.

(D) Use good engineering judgment to 

ensure that the materials you choose 
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do not cause significant loss of PM 

from your sample. 

(vi) Paragraph (b)(1)(vi) of this sec-

tion applies instead of 40 CFR 

1065.145(b).

(vii) Vehicles other than HEVs that 

apply technology involving engine 

shutdown during idle may apply the 

sampling provisions of § 1066.501(c). 

(c) The following table summarizes 

the requirements of paragraph (b)(2) of 

this section: 

TABLE 1 OF § 1066.110—SUMMARY OF EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS FROM 40 CFR PART 1065,
SUBPART B, THAT APPLY FOR CHASSIS TESTING

40 CFR part 1065 references Applicability for chassis testing under this part 

40 CFR 1065.140 ....................................... Use all except as noted: 
40 CFR 1065.140(b) applies as described in this section. 
Use 40 CFR 1065.140(c)(6), with the additional allowance described in this sec-
tion.
Do not use 40 CFR 1065.140(d)(2)(iv). 
Use 40 CFR 1065.140(e)(1) as described in this section. 
Do not use 40 CFR 1065.140(e)(2). 

40 CFR 1065.145 ....................................... Use all except 40 CFR 1065.145(b). 
40 CFR 1065.150 through 1065.190 ......... Use all. 

§ 1066.120 Measurement instruments. 
The measurement instrument re-

quirements in 40 CFR part 1065, subpart 

C, apply with the following exceptions: 

(a) The provisions of § 1066.125 apply 

instead of 40 CFR 1065.202. 

(b) The provisions of 40 CFR 1065.210 

and 1065.295 do not apply. 

§ 1066.125 Data updating, recording, 
and control. 

This section specifies criteria that 

your test system must meet for updat-

ing and recording data. It also specifies 

criteria for controlling the systems re-

lated to driver demand, the dynamom-

eter, sampling equipment, and meas-

urement instruments. 

(a) Read and record values and cal-

culate mean values relative to a speci-

fied frequency as follows: 

(1) This paragraph (a)(1) applies 

where we specify a minimum command 

and control frequency that is greater 

than the minimum recording fre-

quency, such as for sample flow rates 

from a CVS that does not have a heat 

exchanger. For these measurements, 

the rate at which you read and inter-

pret the signal must be at least as fre-

quent as the minimum command and 

control frequency. You may record val-

ues at the same frequency, or you may 

record them as mean values, as long as 

the frequency of the mean values meets 

the minimum recording frequency. You 

must use all read values, either by re-

cording them or using them to cal-

culate mean values. For example, if 

your system reads and controls the 

sample flow rate at 10 Hz, you may 

record these values at 10 Hz, record 

them at 5 Hz by averaging pairs of con-

secutive points together, or record 

them at 1 Hz by averaging five consecu-

tive points together. 

(2) For all other measured values cov-

ered by this section, you may record 

the values instantaneously or as mean 

values, consistent with good engineer-

ing judgment. 

(3) You may not use rolling averages 

of measured values where a given 

measured value is included in more 

than one recorded mean value. 

(b) Use data acquisition and control 

systems that can command, control, 

and record at the following minimum 

frequencies:

TABLE 1 OF § 1066.125—DATA RECORDING AND CONTROL MINIMUM FREQUENCIES

Applicable section Measured values 
Minimum com-
mand and con-
trol frequency a

Minimum recording fre-
quency b, c

§ 1066.310 ...............
§ 1066.315 

Vehicle speed ............................................................ .......................... 10 Hz. 
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